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Elisabetta Gnone

The Twins’ Secret

Book 1
Translated from the Italian
by Alastair McEwen

To Will
who loves to read
on the bench
in the shade of the apple tree
As he throws the ball to Nani
And to Nani
who has learned to wait
for Will
to finish the page

‘For over one thousand years,
at the stroke of midnight, in the houses
of Fairy Oak something magical happens:
tiny glittering fairies tell stories
about children to witches who, bright eyed,
drink in every single word.
Curious, isn’t it?
Everyone knows that fairies and witches
don’t get along and that witches
don’t like children one little bit.
But we are in Greenvale,
in the village of Fairy Oak.
And here things have always gone
a little differently…’

My Arrival in Fairy Oak

When I got to Fairy Oak the girls were about

to be born. I had made a long journey through
many magic kingdoms to reach the village of the
enchanted oak.
My wings were tired, but I couldn’t stop them
from trembling with excitement: it’s understandable, it was my first job!
‘Good morning. My name is IfjoyfulIshallbeIshallwishtotellyouso and I’m the fairy nanny
you asked the Grand Council to send!’ I said to
the elderly lady who had come to the door.
With hair as white as the roses in her garden
she had tapering fingers and a queenly bearing. At
first she didn’t say anything. Her eyes wide open,
she was staring at me and for a moment I thought
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she was made of stone because, instead of replying, she was silent and motionless as a statue.
Suddenly she gave a start, blinked to hear better, and said: ‘Eh???’
I didn’t have time to repeat myself because
immediately afterwards she gave a looong sigh,
and smiling at me said: ‘What a pleasure to meet
you, Jollybee. I mean WishIwereawillowtree…
ehm, welcome. Let me have a look at you, you’re
even prettier than I imagined. Please, have a seat
on this cherry sponge cake; I’ve just taken it out of
the oven and it’s still warm, you’ll be comfortable
and you may have a rest.’
The handsome lady took a seat in a large creaky
rocking chair, carefully rearranged her pretty sage
green dress and took on a solemn air.
‘As I told the Grand Council, my dear fairy,
your payment will be ten rose petals a month plus
two orange sandwiches on holidays. And… I’d
like to call you Telli, if that’s all right with you.’
Oh, ten petals a month were superduperthanksalot! Not to mention the orange sandwiches: I just
can’t get enough of them! But Telli… bestillmyheart! What had she done to my beautiful name!
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In my turn I took on the most serious and solemn tone I had and… ‘I’d be honoured to work
for you, witch Tomelilla’ I said all in a rush. And
it was true.
Lilac Tomelilla was the most famous and
respected witch of all time, and for me she was a
legend. She had received three Golden Plumes for
courage and goodness plus the most important
awards for discoveries in the field of magic. There
were thousands of legends about her: it was said
she had ridden a winged dragon, that she could
calm the ocean waves with a look, that she knew
everything and much more besides. The truth?
I discovered it as time went by, but something
in her eyes told me that she could have ridden
a dragon, and how! And that those stories must
have been true.
At any rate, Tomelilla never boasted. She was
a very discreet and very wise person, perhaps the
wisest of all the Witches of the Light.
It really was a great honour to work for her.
And right from the start it also turned out to be
a piece of luck.
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Fairy Oak

Fairy Oak was a lovely village. The stone

houses had verandas and gardens full of flowers,
protected by walls covered with brambles and
wild roses. Almost all the villagers were very kind
and there were lots, lots and lots, of children.
But one thing in particular made the village
really special: because of an ancient spell, or
perhaps by the will of the Northern stars, Fairy
Oak was the only place, in all worlds real and
enchanted, where Humans, Humans with magical powers, and Magical creatures lived together,
mingling with one another for a long time in perfect harmony. Witches, fairies and wizards lived in
the houses of Fairy Oak like normal citizens, and
considered themselves as such in that community.
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The Magicals, as the witches and wizards
called themselves, were the unquestioned masters
of those lands long before the Nonmagicals. And
when these came along, instead of fighting, they
helped them to settle in. The chief of the Magicals
showed the chief of the Nonmagicals a peaceful
valley that sloped down towards the wide and
deep bay of a calm sea. It was Greenvale.
Mount Adum and tall woods protected it
from the freezing East winds, and two rivers with
their crystal-clear waters made the land lush and
verdant.
It was a dream of a place.
And, in fact, someone had already chosen it as
its home: an oak tree!
It stood there all alone, in the middle of a
clearing, and it was the biggest tree the men had
ever seen. But its size was not its most surprising
characteristic: the Oak could talk! On the contrary,
to be exact, it never kept quiet. Whatever passed
through his head (if we can talk of heads) he said
out loud, just like people who live alone.
Oak was very happy to have company at last.
And so the Magicals and the Nonmagicals built
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the first village in the region around him, and in
his honour they called it Fairy Oak.
The years went by. The alliance turned into
friendship and the two peoples soon become one.
The knowledge they pooled led to extraordinary
results: the Nonmagicals taught the Magicals the
arts of fishing, agriculture, raising animals, as well
as mathematics, history, and geography.
The Magicals, for their part, organized marvellous shows in which they demonstrated they
knew an incredible variety of charms and spells.
And some of these proved very useful to the
community.
On two things alone they never agreed: science
and medicine, and regarding these each group
always stuck to its own point of view.
For years it was one of the richest and happiest
realms of all times.
Until, one terrible summer’s night, the attacks
began. Not launched by other peoples, since there
were no others in those lands. Rather, absolute
Evil picked on the realm of Fairy Oak. An enemy
with no face and no soul, bent on destruction for
the pleasure of it.
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The people of the Valley found themselves
fighting it several times over many years and they
always won. At that time I was a very young fairy
still living in my kingdom. What I know about
Him I learned later, from Tomelilla and… alas, in
the field.
Nonetheless, when I arrived in Fairy Oak, harmony and peace still reigned over the village and
there had been no trace of battles for many years.
On the other hand, in all that time, the odd
habits of the Nonmagicals had blended with the
odd habits of the Magicals and it was almost
impossible to tell one from the other.
I’ll give you an example: Ginestrella Gill. One
summer’s afternoon she disappeared from the
easy chair in her garden. In her place she left a big
chocolate ball and a note that said ‘Goooaaal!’
What had become of Ginestrella Gill? Was she
a Nonmagical who, fed up, had gone off leaving her husband the two things for which he had
always neglected her, chocolate and boot-theball? Or was she a witch, who to celebrate her
husband’s birthday had transformed herself into
what he loved most? No one ever knew: while the
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grownups discussed the matter, the children ate
the ball and Ginestrella Gill never came back to
explain.
That Lilac Tomelilla was a witch was common
knowledge, and everyone thought highly of her.
She was perhaps the most honourable citizen
of Fairy Oak and the respect people had for her
rubbed off on me: I received cuddles and kindnesses from almost everybody. And that’s not all:
since the Magicals of Fairy Oak who had nephews
and nieces kept fairy nannies like me, I also had
lots of friends.
Each of us looked after young wizards-and
witches-to-be. Mine were called Vanilla and
Lavender. They were Lilac Tomelilla’s nieces, the
daughters of her sister Dahlia Periwinkle.
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The Periwinkle Family

Mrs Dahlia Periwinkle was always very nice

to me; her husband, Cicero, was a Nonmagical
who was a bit of a grouch, but very polite. ‘Telli,
your antennae are interfering with the transmitter signal’ he would always say to me, ‘please do
something!’
But what could I do? That’s exactly what fairies’ long antennae are for, to detect signals! As for
signals meaning help, danger, joy… I certainly
couldn’t cut them off!
The little girls were as pretty as the flowers they
were named after, and they were almost always
well behaved. I was the luckiest fairy in the world.
Only one thing occasionally disturbed my time
in Fairy Oak: the smell of soot. Bleah! In the big
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cities it was glumandsuperstinky, I knew, but for
me, who came from the Kingdom of The Silvery
Dews, even the slightly grey pong of the village
sometimes bothered me. So, Lilac Tomelilla gave
me a jar of blackberry jam, empty, but still very
sweet smelling, which became my little house.
Dahlia made me a little cot out of bread that
she replaced every day with a freshly baked slice;
Cicero gave me an empty matchbox that became
my cupboard and turned an empty reel of thread
into the most beautiful desk a fairy ever had. It
was a tiny little house, but it was perfect for me.
By now you will have understood: we fairy nannies are as big, or rather, as small as the palm of a
baby’s hand.
My family’s house was also very comfortable
and I liked it right from the first day. Looking at
it from the outside, you would have said it was a
house on three floors, but inside it was all ups and
downs of steps and creaky stairs. A real maze!
There were nine rooms, but they seemed like a
hundred. They were all interconnected by a complicated system of doors, stairs and corridors, and
none was on the same floor. The ceilings, the floor
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and the wooden furniture created a warm and
welcoming atmosphere, especially of an evening,
when the lamps were turned on and the log fire
was lit in the sitting room.
By day, instead, the white and rosy stone walls
reflected the sunlight that came in through the big
windows to fill the house with gold.
It had the good smell of wood, but nevertheless a rather more attentive sniff revealed that
each room had a particular aroma: the kitchen, for
example, had the tang of apples and maple wood;
the little girls’ room, instead, smelled of sharpened pencils and strawberry cocoabutter; Cicero’s
study smelled nicely of books; the living room
held a whiff of cognac; while Tomelilla’s room had
the fragrance of fresh laundry. It was easy to find
your way around, all you had to do was trust your
nose instead of your eyes!
I spent many years in that house and I remember every minute because they were the most
beautiful and most intense of my life.
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The Fairy Tale

Every night, when the clock in the Square

chimed twelve, the witches and wizards of Fairy
Oak would call the fairy nannies to find out what
their nephews and nieces had been up to during
the day.
We used to call it ‘The Fairy Tale.’
‘Telli, out of the jam jar with you, please: it’s
time!’
Tomelilla would wait for me in the conservatory attached to the house, with her gardening
tools in hand and her eyes in the shape of a question mark (witches can do that!).
While I talked, she slowly pruned, watered,
potted, snipped the heads off withered flowers,
polished leaves… She used to say that she could
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listen to me better that way, and I liked to watch
her.
The first years went by in light-hearted tranquillity. But around the ninth year something
changed.
Tomelilla became much more curious about
particulars and details that might suggest even a
hint of magic in the little girls. Usually, witches
reveal their powers with the arrival of the premolar teeth, and never after all eight have grown in.
And so, when she glimpsed the little white
tip of Lavender’s seventh premolar and saw that
Vanilla’s sixth was coming in, Tomelilla’s question
during the Fairy Tale was always the same: ‘Come,
Telli, I need to know if they’ve made a little magic
yet.’
Their poor aunt was worried, and not without
reason. Article Abc section D n° 23.5+6-1 of the
‘Rules of Magic’ for witches and wizards states
word for word:
‘It is laid down that the magic powers of wizards
and witches are transmitted solely and exclusively
by uncles and aunts to nephews and nieces.
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The punishment for offenders is confinement for
life in the Singing Wood, in the form of trees or
bushes well rooted in the ground.’
But there are exceptions, and one in particular
worried Lilac Tomelilla (rider b – article Abc section D n° 23.5+6-1 of the ‘Rules of Magic’): ‘…
twin children cannot inherit magic powers.’
Have you guessed? Vanilla and Lavender were
twins! In the sense that they had come into the
world on the same day, but within exactly twelve
hours one from the other!
It was all very strange…
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Two Almost Twin Sisters

The village doctor had predicted that the baby

girls would be born on the 30th of October. So,
punctually, on that day he turned up at our house
with his bag.
‘Well then, old fellow, are you ready?’ he said
to Cicero on coming in, giving him a resounding
slap on the back.
‘Oh, no, it’s not me… Dahlia!’
‘Yes, Cicero, I know that Dahlia is the one
who’s going to give birth. What I meant to ask
was whether you were ready to become a father.
I think you’re a bit on edge, eh? But that’s understandable. Right, where’s the mother-to-be?’
Cicero accompanied doctor Penstemon
Chestnut to Dahlia’s bedroom, where Tomelilla
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was also waiting for him, and he closed the door.
Cicero and I stayed outside to wait and it
seemed to us that the time would never pass.
We had gone up and down the corridor a millitrillion times, when suddenly Tomelilla stuck
her head out of the door and said: ‘We’re almost
there!’
Cicero stopped dead, lit his pipe (which was
already lit!) and with his hands in his pockets he
began to tap one foot on the floor, staring into
space. The clock over the fireplace chimed the
first stroke of midnight and… and exactly one
second after midnight of the 31st of October…
‘IT’S A GIRL!’ the doctor called out. ‘And she’s
just fine!’
‘Pheeew!’ Cicero gave his first sigh of relief of the
day and finally let himself drop into an armchair.
‘I’m going to see her’ I said.
My wings were all aflutter with excitement.
Dahlia was holding the baby in her arms and
smiling.
‘Congratulations, Mr Periwinkle. She’s simply
beautiful!’ I said. ‘She has cinnamon coloured hair
and skin as clear and velvety as milk. But you can’t
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see her eyes because she’s got them shut and, do
you hear? She’s screeching like a barn owl.’
When Tomelilla picked up the baby, I spotted
something so pretty that I flew to Cicero to tell
him about it in person.
‘She has a little lavender coloured birthmark on
her tummy and…’
‘And Dahlia says to tell you that, if you agree,
she would like to call the baby Lavender!’ said
Tomelilla. She was standing in the doorway holding the baby. Cicero was speechless.
‘While you’re thinking about it, look after
her’ said Tomelilla without further ado, placing
Lavender in his arms. ‘Her mother must give birth
to another child.’ That said, she vanished once
more into the bedroom.
We all went back to our posts. Cicero, like me,
once more started walking up and down holding
Lavender, who had fallen asleep in her daddy’s
arms.
Her twin, however, was taking her time in
arriving.
After an hour, we began to worry, but the doctor, an expert and patient old wizard, told us to
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take it easy, because the baby was waiting to see
the light. And he meant this in the true sense of
the term, the baby was waiting to be born when
the sun was high in the sky.
And that’s how it went: at the stroke of noon
on that same day, Vanilla came into the world.
Exhausted, but happy as could be, we drank to
the joyful event with a delicious pumpkin liqueur
prepared by Tomelilla for the occasion.
Then, in my own good time, I went to admire
the new baby.
She looked very much like Lavender: like her,
she had the same turned-up nose, the same pretty
little face, and like her she weighed exactly three
kilos and ten grams. But unlike her sister, Vanilla’s
hair was the colour of bread and her eyes were
wide open. There were no birthmarks on her
tummy, I looked carefully, and instead of crying
and screeching, the latecomer smiled at everyone.
She was called Vanilla, because… well, I’m
going to tell you that story one day. All you need
to know now is that, as soon as Lavender saw her
new little sister, she went red all over and yelled:
‘BOO!’
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I don’t think she meant it as a compliment, but
from then on Vanilla was nicknamed Boo.
What it’s important to remember now is that
the law of the Magicals doesn’t allow twin sisters
to be witches!
Yet, Lilac Tomelilla still cherished one hope:
perhaps twelve hours of difference were enough
to represent an ex-exception, that’s to say the
exception to the exception to the rule: ‘If two twin
sisters are not perfect twins, then they can inherit
witchiness.’
Perhaps. Because you must never put your trust
in ex-exceptions.
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By the same author

Olga di carta
The Extraordinary Journey

T

his is a true story.
It’s the story of when, in the end,
Mr Giubàt’s performing bear cut me in two
and the Jack-in-the-box put me back together
with sticky tape. He always carried a roll of sticky
tape because he would sometimes come away
from the bottom of his box and fall out.
The flying lady wanted to lend me one of her
sticking plasters, but I say that when
they cut you in two you need something stronger
to keep yourself together.

